Memory organization.
A multiprocessor is a parallel computer in which at least two processors share a common memory or a common memory-address space.' Figure  1 shows two types of multiprocessors: tightly coupled and loosely coupled.
In the tightly coupled multiprocessor in Figure la , the processors access memory via a network. This network could be a simple bus or a switching network.
In the loosely coupled multiprocessor in Figure lb , each processor has a local
Whatdoesefficiencymean?
Two terms -speedup and processor-use efficiency -are commonly used to evaluate the efficiency of a multicomputer program.
Definition. Let to be the time required to solve a problem using the fastest single processor program for that problem. Let fk be the time required by the multicomputer program when kprocessors are in use. The speedup, Se obtained by the multicomputer program is S,= tdtt The efficiency of processor use, E, is E= St Barring any anomalous behavior, you strive for a speedup of Sk= kand E= 1. Anomalous behavior' can result in S p kand E> 1. In practice, becauseof the interprocessorcommunication overhead, Skwill generally be less than kand €will be less than 1.
Our results. On an eight-node N-Cube hypercube, we obtained a speedup of 7.53 for 011 -Knapsack instances with 1,000 objects and a capacity of 100. This corresponds to an efficiency of 7.538, or 0.94. When we used 64 nodes, the speedup was 24.02 and the efficiency only 24.0264, or 0.38.
In general, to keep efficiency high, you need to sohe larger problems when the number of processors increases.. memory. Together, these local memories form the computer's shared address space. Because it is not routed through a network, a memory reference to a proces sor's local memory is significantly faster than a memory reference to a remote memory.
A multicomputer, on the other hand, has neither a shared memorynor asharedmemory space.' Consequently, to use data that is stored in remote memory, you must explicitly bring that data into local memory. This and all other interprocessor communication is done by passing messages (Lis a network) among the processors. Figure 2 shows a block diagram for a multicomputer.
Processor organization. How a multicomputer's processors are organized is determined by its network organization. Figure 3 shows some common networks: tree, ring, two-dimensional mesh, and hypercube.
The organizations of the first three are self-explanatory; the fourth needs some elaboration. In a hypercube of dimension d, there are 2d processors, labeled 0 through 2"'. Two processors, i and j, are directly connected if the binary representations of i and j differ by exactly one bit.
Each edge of the hypercube in Figure 3d 
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is connected to d others. If the direct connection between a pair of processors iand jis one-way, messages can flow from either i to j o r from j to i. If the connection is twoway, i and jcan exchange messages simultaneously. This article focuses on a hypercube with two-way connections.
The hypercube network is popular because:
The maximum distance between two processors is shorter than in a tree, mesh, or ring. Using d connections per processor, 2dprocessors may be connected so the maximum distance between any two is d. The star graph2 network does even better than a hypercube in this regard. A star graph connects (d+l)! processors using d connections per processor. The interprocessor distance is at most
But the star graph is relatively new and has not been studied as much as the hypercube. The star graph also appears to be much harder to program than the hypercube.
A hypercube is completely symmetrical. Every processor's interconnection pattern is like every other processor's. Furthermore, a hypercube can be decomposed completelyinto subhypercubes (hypercubes of smaller dimension).
Most other popular networks are easily mapped into a hypercube. For example, a 2x4 mesh, an eight-node ring, and asevennode, full binary tree can be mapped into an eight-node hypercube, as Figure 4 shows.
The mesh and ring mapping of Figure 4 preserves node adjacencies while the binary tree mapping does not. In Figure 4a , nodes OOO and node 110 have a connection via node 100. Node 100 is not used for any of the tree nodes -it only performs message passing between nodes OOO and 110. It has been shown that there is no mapping of a seven-node full binary tree into an eight-node hypercube that preserves binary tree adja~encies.~ Gray codes are often used to map meshes and rings into a hypercube effi~i e n t l y .~ An Cbit binary Gray code S, is de- Instruction streams. The two categories of instruction and data streams relevant to this article are single-instruction, multipledata streams and multiple-instruction, multipledata streams. In a SIMD parallel computer, all processors execute the same instruction synchronously. In aMIMD parallel computer, different processors may execute different instructions asynchronously (although, in theory, MIMD computers could be synchronous).
In this article, we examine strategies to develop efficient programs for MIMD hypercube multicomputers. When you p r e gram a MIMD computer, you must be aware of the significant difference between computation and communication costs. The results of an experimental study of interprocessor-communication time and the time to perform arithmetic operations on an NCube hypercube are shown in Tables 1 and 2 .5 Table 1 shows that an eight-byte message transfer between two directly connected processors (processors one hop apart) takes 42 times as long as an eight-byte real addition and 32 times as long as an eightbyte real multiplication. longer messages are transferred at a higher rate than shorter ones going the same distance and that it takes longer to send the same message to a processor four hops away than to one two hops away. The time for a one-hop communication of an Nbyte message is about 446.7 + 2.4Nms.
Exampleproblem
A common problem in computer-vision applications that could benefit from parallel processing is to have a computer match an image to a template. Given an NxN In our hypercube program to compute the twodimensional convolution, we assumed for simplicity's sake that the hypercube is of dimension dand that dis an even number. (But our program is extended easily to the case when disodd.) We also assumed that the image matrix I was d i s tributed over the 2d processors according to the partitioning scheme in Figure 5 , where the processors are numbered using the Graycode mesh mapping scheme of Figure 4 . When our program is done computing the convolution matrix, the solution will be in processor kifZ( i,j) was processor kinitially. Hence, the partioning of the convolution across the processors is identical to that of I.
No processor has all the image values in its partition that it needs to compute the convolution values. In this case, the additional image values it needs are contained in its neighbor processors to the east, south, and southeast. The program can obtain these values in two ways:
1. The three neighbors send the required image values to the processor which then does all the computing required for its C2D partition.
2. Each processor does all the computing for the image values it has initially (this includes some of the computing for C2D values in its west, north, and northwest neighbor processors) and then transmits the partially computed convolution values to these neighbors.
If we assume that the size of the image values (in bytes) is the same as that of the convolution values, both schemes involve the same amount of data transfer. We choose the second strategy arbitrarily. Figure 7 exploits the nonblocking nature ofthenode-write (nwrite) function by overlapping computing and data transmission. Table 3 gives the runtimes of the C code in Figure 7 on an NCube hypercube. Because computation time is much larger than communication time, there is no significant difference between the runtimes of the programs in Figures6 and 7, but this is not always the case, as we will show.
Programming

Considerations
One way to look at programming is to view it as the process of mapping an algorithmic abstraction onto a target computer. The resultant mapping (a program) is specified in alanguage supported by the target computer. To write an efficient multicomputer program, you must decide which initial algorithmic abstraction to use, a decision that obviously has a significant influence on the resulting program, and how to map that abstraction onto the target computer.
In mapping an abstraction, several issues are important:
how to distribute data across the multicomputer's local memories, how to balance the load so all processors have a comparable computational load, whether the program should repeat identical computations or share results, when to overlap computation and communication, and how many processors to use.
Algorithm selection. There are two ways to obtain the initial algorithm: Start with an existingparallel algorithmor develop a new one. If you choose to develop a new alg o r i t h m ,~~~ are probablyaware ofthe target architecture and are thus more likely to arrive at an algorithm that is efficiently and easily mapped into a program. If you choose to use an existing parallel algorithm, you must ask yourself:
Can the target computer easily support the required interprocessor-communication pattern? For example, an algorithm that requires frequent and random exchange of messages may not perform well on a hypercube multicomputer. Furthermore, because a multicomputer's memory is distributed across nodes, the data must be partitioned so local memory references are largely preserved.
Is communication signficantly more expensive than basic arithmetic operations on the target computer? It ison most commercially amilable multicomputers, including the NCube/lO. Yet most of the existing parallel algorithms with good asymptotic behavior assume that the cost of interprocessor communication is comparable to that of a basic operation (addition, subtraction, and so on), so these alge rithms d o n o t attempt to reduce communication at the expense of arithmetics.
Because speedup is always measured against the fastest uniprocessor algorithm available, you must also make sure that the total work done by the existing parallel algorithm iswithin a constant multiplicative factor of the work done by the fastest uniprocessor algorithm. Unless it is, your pro-gram may require an unrealistic number of processors to outperform the existing uniprocessor algorithm.
To illustrate, say the total work done by an algorithm is the product of its runtime and the number of processors used. You can find the shortest paths between all pairs of vertices in an mertex directed graph in O(log2n) time using O( &' /log n) processors6 The fastest uniprocessor a l p rithm -Floyd's dynamic programming algorithm' -runs in O( n3) time.
Thus, your parallel algorithm does O(1og n) times the work of the uniproces sor algorithm. Suppose that thisalgorithm does 4logn times the work. To run this algorithm on a hypercube with k processors, each processor has to do the work of O(d/klogn) processors in the Ncube/logn processor algorithm. This k processor algorithm will not be faster than the uniprocessor algorithm unless k exceeds 4logn. This means that if n equals 1,024 we need at least 40 (or 41og21O24) processorsjust to break even! If n is larger, more processors are needed just to catch up with the uniprocessor algorithm! You could parallelize the original uniprocessor algorithm' to run in o(n3/k) time for k processors when k is less than or equal to T?. This does not yield the asymp toticallyfastestalgorithm, butyou can map it into a multicomputer program that exhibits acceptable speedups.
Data distribution. In a multicomputer, data is distributed across the processors' local memories either because there is more data than one processor can accommodate or because local-memory access is much faster than remote-memory access. In some cases, you can reduce or even eliminate interprocessor communication byreplicatingsome orallofthedataacross some or all of the processors.
For example, in the template-matching problem, assume that the image and template matrixes are initially in the host, but the convolution matrix is left on the hypercube after computation and must be partitioned among processors. One way to do this is to distribute the image and template matrixes among the processors as is done in Figure 7 .
Another way is to distribute the image matrix so each processor has all the image values it needs to compute the convolution at all the points assigned to it. Thus, in addition to the data a processor is assigned in Figure 7 , it also receives the data that had been in its neighbors to the east, southeast, and south. This distribution means that the hypercube processors do not need to communicate any image or partial convolution values to their north, west, and northwest neighbors.
When you use this image distribution, the node program is simpler and compu- Table 4 . Runtimes (in seconds) of the programs in Figure 7 and Figure 8 .
Image size is 128 x 128. Figure 8 shows a high-level description of the new node program. Table 4 compares the times for the solutions in Figure 7 and 8. The times in Table 4 include the time needed to transmit the image and template matrices from the host to the hypercube, so the times of the program in Figure 7 are higher in Table 3 than in Table 4 . While data replication maybe desirable, local memory size will often limit how possible it is. The all-pairs, shortest-path problem, for example, can be solved efficiently with Dijkstra's single-source, alldestinations a l g~r i t h m .~~* However, this solution requires that each processor's local memory contain the fullcost matrix, which is not possible for large graphs.
Loadbalancing. The goal of load balancing is to obtain a roughly equal distribution of work across processors. When the work load is known at the start, it is generally the host's responsibility to distribute the work equally. When the work load is not known at the start, the multicomputer nodes dynamically adjust the load. We as sume the latter, and so describe dynamic load balancing. Figure 9 shows two variations of the same load-balancing heuristic. In both, the load is balanced by averaging the load over p r e cessors that are directly connected.
In the heuristic in Figure 9a , a processor transmits its entire work load, including the necessary data, to its neighbor processor. In the heuristic in Figure 9b , a proces sor transmits only the amount ofwork that is in excess of the average work load.
The second heuristic reduces load trans mission, but at the cost offirst determining how much of the load to transmit, which means an initial exchange between nodes of the load size While the heuristic in Figure 9b requires twice as many message transmissions, each message is potentially shorter than the messages transmitted in the heuristic in Figure 9a . So we expect the heuristic in Figure 9a to be faster when the number of bytes in the processor and its direct neighbor is relatively small and when the time to set up a data transmission is relatively large. Othenrise, the heuristic in Figure 9bwill require less time.
Before incorporating a load-balancing schemeintoanalgorithm, youmustweigh the potential reduction in time required to complete the work against the time required to balance the node. If it takes longer to balance the load than to complete the work, obviously the algorithm will perform better without dynamic load balancing. In other cases, however, load balancing can reduce runtimes significan tly.9
Replication of computation. On a conventional uniprocessor computer, you can reduce runtime by using a computed kalue repeatedly rather than recomputing it each time. Thus the code in Figure 10a runs faster than that of Figure lob .
However, on a multicomputer it is sometimes faster to recompute avalue than it is to broadcast the computed value to each processor. For example, on a multicomputer with 16 processors, it would be faster to have the ith processor compute l(g(x)),l 522 16 (assumingall 16processorsknow thevalue of x) instead of having one processor compute g(x) and broadcast its value to the other 15 processors. Thus the code in Figure 1Oc runs slower than the code in Figure 1Od by approximately the time needed to broadcast gjx).
Overlapping computation and communication. Overlapping computation and communication can improve program performance. Say you want to find the shortest path from s to t in the maze in Figure 11 . To d o this, you can use a breadth-first search.
In the figure, shaded cells are blocked; the path cannot go through them. Four labels (-+, t, L, and t) point to the cell from which we reached the current cell. Blocked cells are not labeled. First, cells that are one unit from s are labeled, then those two units from s, then those three units from s, and so on. This labeling continuesuntil the targetcell tisreached. Now the shortest path can be identified by following the arrows back from t to s.
Cells that are the same distance from cell s are called front-wave cells; this labeling process is often called front-wave expansion. Two high-level algorithms to implement front-wave expansion on an NCube,lo are shown in Figures 12 and 13 Receive extra load(Avg -HisLoadSize) from neighbor processor along dimension i;
MyLoadSize += HisloadSize -Avg; Figure 12 ), a processor is ready to do more work after step 3, but it can't: step 4 imposes a wait because there front-wave expansion, each cell on this queue is expanded: The cells to its north, south, east, and west on the routing grid are examined. Some of these cells are in the processor's grid partition while others are in the grid partitions assigned to other processors.
When the cell is in the processor's local partition, front-wave expansion is completed: Unblocked cells are labeled and placed in an internal queue for later expansion. When the cells are not in the local partition, they are stored in a send queue to be transmitted later to the proper processors. (null packets) front-wave cells in step 2; processes distance 0 front-wave cells in step 3; and receives and processes remaining distance4 packets in step4. In the next iteration, distance-l packets are sent in l l m Finding the path in a step 2; the local distance-l front-wave cells are processed in step 3; and the remaining distance-1 front-wave cells are received from t h e neighbor processors a n d processed in step 4; and so on.
On the mazeswe tested, Algorithm 2 r e quired 25 to 30 percent less time than Algorithm l. This result underscores how important it is to reduce communication maze with front-wave expansion.
is a delay between data leaving a source processor and arriving at its destination. Algorithm 2 (Figure 13 ) rearranges this computation. In the first iteration ofAlge rithm 2, each processor sends distance 0
I
Step Step 1
Step 2
[Maze partitioning and mapping] Partition the nxn maze into kparts and assign one partition to each of the k node processors.
[Interprocessor communication] Each processor sends its communication packets to the destination processor (front waves of distance d) [ Frontwave expansion] Each processor that has a maze cell on the current front wave expands the front wave (of distance d). This expansion may require communicating with other processors as the cells adjacent to the front wave cell being expanded may be in different processors. All communication requests are saved for the next iteration.
Step 4 [Processcommunication packets] Each processor examines the packets it receives and labels and expands (as in step 3) the distance dfront-wave cells contained in these packets.
Step 5 Repeat steps 2,3, and 4 until the target cell is reached or the new front wave has no cells in it.
Step 3 Flgwe 13. Algoriihm 2 for front-wave expansion.
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overhead by overlapping communication and computation.
Number of processors. For any problem,
there is an optimal hypercube dimension to use. Using a hypercube that is too large or small will increase a program's runtime. It is easy to see why this is so if the hypercube dimension is too small, but why would this happen if the dimension is too large? Several factors contribute to this seemingly anomalous phenomenon:
The host-to-node data distribution time increases as more message transfers must be set up.
Total 
andx,e[O,l),lUlrn
Lee and his colleagues'' solved the 0/1-knapsack problem on an N-Cube by first partitioning an object m into smaller instances, solving the smaller instances using dynamic programming on each hypercube node, and combining the results. Figure 14 shows the results of a test set where m equals 300 and c (the combining time) equals 30. As the graph illustrates, the combining time increases as the number of processors increases. This increase eventually overshadows the reduction in the dynamic programming time.
Therefore, good speedup will be observed on larger hypercubes only when the problem you are solving is sufficiently large.
he commercial availability of lowcost multicomputers has opened T new avenues in research into operating systems, languages, softwaredevelop ment environments, algorithms, and so on. But to fulfill the promise of multicomputers, programmers must pay careful attention to the issues we've raised in this article.
The hypercube network is versatile and easier to use than many competing networks. How efficient the hypercube is depends on the type and size of problem being solved, and how good the programmer is. 
